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Abstract
We obtain a new genus inequality for a topologically locally #at surface in a 4-dimensional manifold. This
inequality provides new information about the fundamental group of the complement of such a surface and
in many cases gives the minimum genus among surfaces within the same homology class. The general
problem of "nding an embedded surface of a small genus allowed by the inequality remains undecided and is
directly related to the surgery conjecture of 4-dimensional topology. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [6], we studied the embedding problem for topologically locally #at (TLF) surfaces in a simply
connected 4-manifold. We proved in that paper that, for many homology classes, it is possible to
"nd a TLF embedded surface whose genus is smaller than the genus of any smoothly embedded
surface in the same homology class. The improvement over the minimum genus of a smooth
embedding, measured by the genus gap, is a quadratic function of the divisibility of the class
represented and as such can be made arbitrarily large. For many (and perhaps all) homology
classes, including those of even or prime power divisibility, our construction realizes the minimum
genus of any TLF embedding and in this sense cannot be improved. For the remaining classes,
however, we have not been able to rule out the possibility of lowering the genus even further, by
another linear term. Whether or not this last improvement is possible seems to be related to
0040-9383/99/$ - see front matter ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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another outstanding open problem of 4-dimensional topology, the surgery problem. Neither of
these two problems is settled in the present paper. Instead, our goal here is to explain the relation
between them.
2 Main results
We consider TLF embeddings of oriented, connected, compact manifolds &2PX4 with
X a topological 4-manifold whose boundary is a disjoint and possibly empty union of integral
homology spheres. Assume that & has no boundary and suppose the fundamental class of & maps
to a "xed homology class a3dH
2
(X)LH
2
(X;Z), for some integer d’0.
Let n denote the fundamental group n
1
(X!&) and k3n be the class of a meridian circle passing
through the base point. There exists a group homomorphism u : nPZ
d
which maps k to a gener-
ator. Let R"Keru and C"R/SkdT be the quotient of R by the normal closure of kd in n. The
quotient map RPC de"nes a homomorphism of group extensions
(2.1)
The second extension is split and a splitting can be used to de"ne a right G-action by group
homomorphisms on C so that K:C]G. The G-action on C yields, in turn, a right (resp. left)
G-action on its (co) homology groups with constant coe$cients. These G-module structures are
independent of the choice of splitting. Equivalently, there exists a G-rami"ed covering XI over
X with branch set & and a G-isomorphism C:n
1
(XI , xJ ) for xJ 3XI G. (For d"1, we simply take
(XI , XI G)"(X, &).)
For any G-invariant class u3H
4
(C; Z), we can de"ne a hermitian form
Uu :H2(C)]H2(C)PZ[G]
by the rule Uu(x, y)"+o|GSxXoy, uTo. Here and thereafter Z[G] is equipped with the Z-linearinvolution mapping o to o~1 for each o3G. This involution on Z[G] can be extended by complex
conjugation on C)1 to an involution on C[G], so that Uu extends to a hermitian form on H2(C;C). Let
ad(Uu) : H2(C)PHomG(H2(C), Z[G])
be the adjoint map and [Hk(C)]
j
"SHk(C; C), s
j
T denote the multiplicity of the irreducible
component of Hk(C; C) corresponding to the character s
j
: GPC*, s
j
(k6 )"exp(2nij/d), where
k6 "u (k). Let
Sign(G, H2(C), u)"H2(C; C)`!H2(C; C)~
denote the G-signature with respect to u and
p
j
(Uu)"SSign(G, H2(C), u), sjT.
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Theorem 2.1. For any „‚F embedding &2PX4 representing a3dH
2
(X) as above, there exists
a G-invariant fundamental class u"[XI ]3H
4
(C) such that the genus g of & satis,es the following
inequality:
2g!2*!s(X)#Dp(X)!2j(d!j) (1/d2)a)a!p
j
(Uu) D
#[H2(C)]
j
!2[H1(C)]
j
#[Ker ad(Uu)]j (2.2)
for each 0(j(d. Furthermore,
b
2
(X)*Dp (X)!p
0
(Uu) D#[H2(C)]0#[Ker ad(Uu)]0 .
This result implies the inequalities of Rokhlin [8] and Hsiang and Szczarba [5] which were
originally proved under the assumption H
1
(X; Q)"0.
Corollary 2.2. If the integral class a is divisible by 2, then
2g!2*!s(X)#Dp(X)!a)a/2 D. (2.4)
Corollary 2.3. For a divisible by an odd integer d, a power of a prime,
2g!2*!s(X)#Dp(X)!(d2!1)(1/2d2)a ) aD. (2.5)
Let m (a, C, u) denote the smallest positive integer g for which both inequalities (2.2) and (2.3)
hold with the same C and u for all 0(j(d. Next, consider all diagrams of type (2.1) and the
corresponding G-modules C for any positive divisor d of a. De"ne
m
1
(a)"minMm(a, C, u) D all dDa, C, uN,
where the minimum is taken over the set of all possible C as in (2.1) and u3H
4
(C)G.
Let m (a) denote the minimum positive genus of any TLF embedding &PX representing class a.
Theorem 2.1 provides the following lower bound for m(a).
Corollary 2.4. m (a)*m
1
(a).
Despite its complicated de"nition, m
1
(a) can be calculated quite easily for any class a. We say
that a is even if it is divisible by 2, and odd, otherwise. For an even (resp. odd) class a, let m
2
(a)
denote the smallest positive integer g for which inequality (2.4) (resp. (2.5)) holds with d"2 (resp.
with d equal to any prime power divisor of a).
Theorem 2.5. m
1
(a)"m
2
(a).
If kd"13R and RPC is an isomorphism, then the embedding &PX is called C-simple. In this
case, C contains the commutator subgroup [p, p]. Note the special case when C"M1N is the trivial
group. In that case, a C-simple embedding is one for which n is an abelian group. Thus the notion of
1-simple embedding is equivalent to that of a simple embedding in the terminology of [6].
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For a 1-simple embedding in a simply connected 4-manifold X, inequalities (2.2) and (2.3) can be
combined into a single condition
2g!2*!s(X)# max
0xj:d
Dp(X)!2j(d!j) (1/d2)a ) aD. (2.6)
This inequality holds for any positive divisor d of a. In particular, it holds for the maximum
divisor d"div(a), also known as the divisibility of a. Depending on parity of div(a), inequality (2.6)
can be further simpli"ed to either form (2.4) or (2.5).
Let m
0
(a) denote the smallest positive integer g for which inequality (2.6) holds with d"div(a).
The main result of [6] provides an upper bound for m(a).
Theorem 2.6. If X4 is simply connected, then for any a3H
2
(X),
m
1
(a) m(a) m
0
(a).
At the time of this writing, m
0
(a) is the least positive genus of any TLF embedding, 1-simple or
not, known to exist in a. Since for any class a of even or prime power divisibility, we have
m
0
(a)"m
2
(a)"m
1
(a),
the following is an obvious consequence of the last result.
Corollary 2.7. For any class a of even or prime power divisibility in a simply connected 4-manifold
X, m (a)"m
0
(a).
However, there do exist odd classes a for which m
1
(a)(m
0
(a) holds. In those cases, the upper
bound given by m
0
(a) can possibly be improved.
Theorem 2.8. ‚et X be a compact, simply connected, spin 4-manifold whose boundary is a disjoint and
possibly empty union of integral homology spheres. Suppose b
2
(X)’Dp(X) D#2 and m
1
(a)"
m
0
(a)!k for some a3H
2
(X) and k’1. „hen either (i) m (a)(m
0
(a) or (ii) topological surgery fails in
dimension 4.
Addendum 2.9. „here exist a C-simple „‚F embedding
&
g
PX
k
"Xdk(S2]S2)
representing a = 03H
2
(X
k
) with g"m
1
(a)#1, a family of framed immersed 2-spheres
A
i
: S2PX
k
!&(1)i)k) whose algebraic intersections and sel,ntersection numbers are 0 in
Z[n], n"n
1
(X
k
!&), and a family of algebraically transverse spheres B
i
:S2PX
k
!& (i.e.,
A
i
)B
j
"d
ij
3Z[n]) which are also framed immersed and such that
Z[A
1
, 2 , Ak, B1, 2, Bk]"H2(X)
oLH
2
(X
k
).
Let D (&) denote a topological 2-disk bundle neighborhood of & which is disjoint from the
A
i
spheres (see [3]). If the A
i
are regularly homotopic to a disjoint family of topological embeddings
A@
i
: S2PX
k
!D (&), then we are in case (i) of Theorem 2.8. Indeed, since the A@
i
spheres are framed,
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we can do surgery on them to kill the lattice
Z[n][A
1
, 2 , Ak, B1, 2 , Bk]
in H
2
(X
k
!&; Z[n]). This produces a compact 4-manifold X@ with LX@"L(X
k
!D(&)) and
n
1
(X@):n
1
(X
k
!D(&)). Then X@@"X@XD (&) is a simply connected 4-manifold with LX@@"LX
and there is an isomorphism / :H
2
(X@@):H
2
(X) preserving the intersection form and mapping the
class represented by & to a. By [1], / can be realized by a homeomorphism f :X@@PX. It follows
that f (&
g
)LX is a TLF embedding representing class a and therefore we have in this case
m
1
(a) m(a) m
1
(a)#1.
If, on the other hand, the A
i
are not regularly homotopic to a disjoint family of embeddings, then
Freedman's Disk Theorem [2] fails for the fundamental group n. Thus we are in case (ii) and we get
an explicit counterexample to the surgery problem:
„here exist a PoincareH pair (>4, L>), with L>"!LD(&), a circle bundle over &
g
,
n
1
(>):n"C JG, and a degree 1 normal map
(X
k
!D(&), L>)P(>, L>)
with a vanishing surgery obstruction, which is not normally cobordant to a homotopy equivalence. It
follows that the topological surgery sequence fails to be exact
S
TOP
(>, L>) gPNMTOP(>, L>) pP‚4(n1(>)).
In other words, > is a homotopy candidate for the complement of &
g
in X but there is no
compact 4-manifold which has the same boundary and homotopy type.
3 Genus inequalities
In this section, we give a proof of Theorem 2.8 and its corollaries.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. By Freedman and Quinn [3], & has a topological 2-plane bundle neighbor-
hood in X. This neighborhood has a smooth structure which can be extended to the rest of the
manifold minus a single point. The smooth structure allows us to construct a connected topological
4-manifold XI and a G-fold rami"ed covering map XI PX branched over &. The construction is
a minor modi"cation of a procedure that was "rst used in the case of a smooth embedding by
Hirzebruch in [4]. Let C"n
1
(XI ), with a base point "xed by G.
We continue with a construction of an in"nite-dimensional G-space by attaching free G-cells to
XI . First 3-cells are attached to kill n
2
(XI ) and then the construction proceeds inductively through
the dimensions so that all higher homotopy groups of the successive G-spaces are killed as well. At
the end of the construction, we obtain a G-CW complex B(G, C) which has n
1
(B(G, C))"C and
n
i
(B(G, C))"0 for each i’1. The group G acts semifreely on B(G, C) with the "xed point set
&"XI G. Since B(G, C) is an Eilenberg}MacLane space K(C, 1), its (co)homology groups can be
identi"ed with the (co)homology groups of C. The G-action on B(G, C) induces a G-action on H
*
(C)
and H*(C).
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The inclusion map f : XI PB (G, C) is G-equivariant and so is the induced map on (co)homology
groups. Let I(XI ) denote the spherical subspace in H
2
(XI ) de"ned as the submodule generated by the
image of n
2
(XI ) under the Hurewicz map. From a well-known theorem of Hopf, the following is an
exact sequence:
0PI (XI ) iPH2(XI ) f*PH2(C)P0.
The sequence is exact with any constant coe$cients, but only complex coe$cients will be used
throughout the proof.
Inequalities (2.2) and (2.3) will be derived by comparing ranks and signatures of the following
three hermitian forms. First, let
h :H
2
(XI )]H
2
(XI )PC[G]
denote the hermitian intersection form of XI , h (x, y)"+o|G(x ) yo~1)o. De"ne hI to be the pullbackof h to I"I(XI ). Finally, let u"f
*
[XI ]3H
4
(C) and Uu be the corresponding form on H2(C) given
by
Uu(x, y)" +
o|G
SxXoy, uTo.
These forms and the corresponding adjoint maps appear in the following commutative diagram:
Here the maps denoted by a are the adjoints of the corresponding evaluation pairings and D is the
PoincareH duality map. Note that
H
2
(XI )*"Hom(H
2
(XI ), C):HomC*G+(H2(XI ), C[G])
and that the composite map of the central column is equal to the identity map on H2(XI ).
Let t"D 3 f * and J"t(H2(C)). Chasing the bottom part of the diagram, it can be shown that
J"Io in H
2
(XI ). Hence,
KerAd(h
I
)"IWJ"KerAd(h
J
).
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Furthermore, since the cup product pairing is natural with respect to f *, t induces an isomorphism
of hermitian modules
(H2(C), Uu):(J, hJ).
Let KLH
2
(XI ) be a submodule such that KW(I#J)"IWJ and f
*
(K) maps onto CokerAd(Uu).
Then i* 3Ad(h) maps K/IWJ injectively into I* and isomorphically onto (IWJ)*. It follows that the
hermitian form h
K
is nonsingular and that (K, h
K
) is isomorphic to the hyperbolic module
H(‚)"(‚=‚*, H )
with ‚"IWJ. Thus (K, h
K
) is an orthogonal summand of (H
2
(XI ), h) and the orthogonal comp-
lement (Ko, h
KM
) is isomorphic to (I/‚, h
I
)= (J/‚, h
J
). It follows that
(H
2
(XI ), h):(I/‚, h
I
)= (J/‚, h
J
)=H(‚)
and
[H
2
(XI )]
j
"[I/‚]
j
#[H2(C)]
j
#[‚]
j
for each 0)j(d. Since [I/‚]
j
*Dp
j
(h
I
) D and p
j
(h
I
)"p
j
(h)!p
j
(Uu), we obtain the following
inequality:
[H
2
(XI )]
j
*Dp
j
(h)!p
j
(Uu) D#[H2(C)]j#[KerAd(Uu)]j .
Thus inequality (2.3) follows by setting j"0. It remains to compute all the ranks and signatures for
j’0.
Note that p
j
(h)"[Sign(G, XI )]
j
, so p
j
(h) can be computed by the index formula as in [8]. The
result is
p
j
(h)"p(N)!2j (d!j)(1/d2)a ) a.
The rank computation is carried out in the following lemma. Evidently, this completes the proof of
inequality (2.2). K
Lemma 3.1. [H
2
(XI )]
j
"s(X)#2g!2#2[H1(C)]
j
(0(j(d)
Proof. Consider the equivariant Euler characteristic e (XI )"+
k
(!1)kH
k
(XI ) as an element of the
representation ring R (G). We will compute the multiplicity e
j
(XI )"+
k
(!1)k[H
k
(XI )]
j
of the
corresponding irreducible component. Since [H
0
(XI )]
j
"[H
4
(XI )]
j
"0 for j’0,
e
j
(XI )"[H
2
(XI )]
j
!2[H
1
(XI )]
j
"[H
2
(XI )]
j
!2[H1(C)]
j
.
On the other hand, using a "nite CW-pair homotopy equivalent to (X, &), e(XI ) can be computed
in terms of the corresponding chain complex with C[G] coe$cients. Thus,
e(XI )"e (XI !&)#e (&)"s (X!&) )C[G]#s(&) )C,
where s(X!&) (resp. s (&)) is the integer valued Euler characteristic. It follows that
e
j
(XI )"s(X!&)"s(X)!s(&)"s(X)#2g!2. K
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.8. To prove the corollaries we need an algebraic lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. ‚et n be a ,nitely generated group with commutator subgroup n@. Suppose / : nPG is
a group homomorphism onto a ,nite cyclic group. ‚et H be a subgroup of G of prime power index and
K"/~1(H). „hen the inclusion induced homomorphism j :K/K@Pn/n@ has a ,nite kernel.
Proof. Let ‚"Ker j. Dividing through by K@ and the torsion subgroup of K, respectively, we can
assume that K is "nitely generated free abelian. In this case, Hsiang and Szczarba show that n@"1
(see [5, Lemma 4.1]) and hence ‚"0. K
Proof of Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3. If d is a power of a prime, then for each 0(j(d in (2.2), we have
[H1(C)]
j
"[H
1
(XI !XI G)]
j
"0 by Lemma 3.2. Therefore,
2g!2*!s(X)#Dp(X)!2j(d!j) (1/d2)a)a!p
j
(Uu) D
#[H2(C)]
j
#[Ker ad(Uu)]j
*!s(X)#Dp(X)!2j(d!j) (1/d2)a)aD
#[H2(C)]
j
!Dp
j
(Uu) D
*!s(X)#Dp(X)!2j(d!j) (1/d2)a)aD.
Inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) correspond to the maximum value of the last expression, which
depending on parity of d, is attained at either j"d/2 or j"(d!1)/2. K
4. A 5bered knot construction
For any pair of odd, relatively prime integers p, q’1, which remain "xed throughout this
section, consider the torus knot „
p,q
as the intersection of the singular curve zp
1
"zq
2
in C2 with the
unit sphere S3 centered at 0. Let
g :S3!„
p,q
"EPS1, (z
1
, z
2
)> (zp
1
!zq
2
)/ Dzp
1
!zq
2
D
be the Milnor "bration [7], and F"g~1(1), the "ber. The characteristic homeomorphism f of this
"bration is given by the formula
f (z
1
, z
2
)"(e2pi@pz
1
, e2pi@qz
2
).
Thus f de"nes an action on F (and on FM "FX„
p,q
) by the cyclic group G"C
d
, d"pq. The
action is free everywhere except for two singular orbits corresponding to z
i
"0 (i"1, 2) where the
isotropy groups are C
q
and C
p
, respectively.
Lemma 4.1. (G, F) has the equivariant homotopy type of the join of the singular orbits.
Proof. Proceed as in [7, Lemma 9.2] and note that the deformation to C
p *
C
q
is G-
equivariant. K
Recall that Z[G]"Z[t]/(td!1). Let ‚"‚
p,q
denote the quotient G-module
Z[t]/(td!1, tp!1, tq!1).
Lemma 4.2. „he G-module H
1
(F; Z) is isomorphic to ‚
p,q
.
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Proof. The chain complex of C
p *
C
q
is nontrivial only in dimensions 1 and 0. The boundary map
Z[t]/(td!1)PZ[t]/(tp!1)=Z[t]/(tq!1)
is given by the corresponding projections (up to sign). K
Let S
r
denote the circle DzD"r in the complex plane with r2p#r2q"1. Then
a :S
r
P„
p,q
, a (z)"(zq, zp).
de"nes a parametrization of LFM "„
p,q
such that f (a(z))"a (e2pi@pqz). Thus the action of G
on „
p,q
corresponds to the rotation of S
r
by 2p/pq. There is also a one-parameter family of
rotations of S
r
z>R
t
(z)"e2pi(1~t)@pqz
which connects up the above rotation (t"0) to the identity (t"1).
De"ne F@"FM X
/FM ]0
LFM ][0, 1] by attaching a collar to F and extend f to a homeomorphism
f @ :F@PF@ by the following formula:
f @ ((z
1
, z
2
), t)"(a 3Rt 3 a~1)(z1, z2).
Thicken F @]0 to a three-dimensional handlebody D
`
"F@][!1, 1], set D
~
"!D
`
, and form
the double D"D
`
X
/*`D~. Then the map f @ can be extended to a homeomorphism
/"D( f @]id) : DPD.
Identify D]0 with D]1 in D][0, 1] according to the map /. The resulting quotient space of
D][0, 1] is known as the mapping torus of / and will be denoted by „
(
. Note that „
(
is a closed
orientable 4-manifold which "bres over S1. We give it the orientation that locally agrees with the
product orientation on D]S1.
Lemma 4.3. H
*
(„
(
; Z):H
*
(S1]S3; Z).
Proof. Since n
1
(F):n
1
(D) and the characteristic map / extends f, „
(
contains the Milnor
"bration E and n
1
(„
(
):n
1
(E). Thus H
1
(„
(
):H
1
(E):Z and H
3
(„
(
):Z by duality. The
computation of H
2
(„
(
) will follow from the Wang exact sequence [7, Lemma 8.4]
H
2
(D) *$~(*&&"H2(D)PH2(„()PH1(D) *$~(*&&"H1(D)
when we show that id!/
*
is an isomorphism in both cases. Since D is a closed 3-manifold, by
duality it is enough to show this in dimension 1. The following is a commutative diagram.
Note that by Lemma 4.2, the top map multiplies H
1
(F) by 1!t which is a unit in the quotient ring
Z[t]/(td!1, tp!1, tq!1). Therefore both horizontal maps are isomorphisms. K
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Pick any point b3LFM . Let b@"(b, 1)3LF @ and select e"(b@, 0)3D
`
as a base point of D. Since
/(e)"e, the image of MeN][0, 1] is a simple closed curve in „
(
and a section of the "bration over
S1. We will denote this curve by c. Its homotopy class, also denoted by c, determines a splitting of
the "bration exact sequence
1Pn
1
(D)Pn
1
(„
(
)Pn
1
(S1)P1. (4.1)
Note that c generates H
1
(„
(
), normally generates n
1
(„
(
), and operates on n
1
(D) via the mono-
dromy map /
*
as an automorphism of order d.
Let a homomorphism n
1
(„
(
)PG be given such that c is sent to a generator.
Lemma 4.4. „he G-module structure of H
*
(„
(
; Z[G]) is given as follows:
(a) H
1
(„
(
; Z[G]):‚
p,q
=Z;
(b) H
2
(„
(
; Z[G]):‚
p,q
=‚*
p,q
;
(c) „he hermitian intersection form on H
2
(„
(
; Z[G]) is hyperbolic.
Proof. Let „t be the d-fold covering space of „( corresponding to the given homomorphism to G.
Thus „t can be thought of as the mapping torus of the map t"/d: DPD. Since t*"/d*"id on
n
1
(D), it follows from (4.1) that n
1
(„t):n1(F)]Z, with the Z factor generated by cd. Therefore
H
1
(„t):H1(F)=Z. Recall that G acts on H1(„(; Z[G])"H1(„t; Z) as the group of deck
transformations. This action is determined by the monodromy map /
*
which acts as f
*
on H
1
(F).
Since H
1
(F):‚ by (4.2), H
1
(„t):‚=Z, as claimed.
To compute H
2
(„
(
; Z[G]) we use the Wang sequence for „t. This time we have id!t*"0 on
both H
i
(„t; Z)(i"1, 2), so the sequence reduces to the following.
0P‚*"H
2
(D)PH
2
(„t) .PH1(D)"‚P0. (4.2)
It remains to show that the sequence splits over Z[G] and that the intersection form is hyperbolic.
Both of these statements require a discussion of certain geometric 2-cycles in „t.
Using the nonsingular intersection pairing
H
1
(F@, LF @; Z)]H
1
(F; Z)PZ
we can arrange for a basis of H
1
(F @, LF @), represented by embedded arcs (a
i
, La
i
) in (F@, LF@)
(1)i)r), and a dual basis of H
1
(F) represented by simple closed curves b
i
LF such that
a
i
)b
j
"d
i,j
holds geometrically (i.e., the number of geometric intersections is given by the algebraic
intersection numbers).
As noted before, since / extends f, and hence t extends f d"id on F, „t contains the d-fold
cover of the Milnor "bration EI "F]S1. Then, for each b
i
, q
i
"b
i
]S1 is an embedded 2-torus
cycle in EI and hence in „t as well. But since EI is invariant under the G-action, the lattice
Z[q
1
, 2, qr]LH2(„t)
is a G-submodule. This submodule is isomorphic to ‚ and L(q
i
)"b
i
shows we have a splitting of
(4.2). Note that q
i
) q
j
"0 (1)i, j)r) as F can be pushed o! itself inside the handlebody
D
`
"F@][!1, 1].
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For each arc a
i
, D
`
contains the rectangle A
i
"a
i
][!1, 1] and D
~
contains its mirror image
!A
i
. Let q*
i
"A
i
X(!A
i
) and note that q*
i
is an embedded 2-sphere in D and that q
i
) q*
j
"d
ij
holds geometrically. It follows that
Z[q*
1
, 2 , q*r ]LH2(„t)
is a primitive lattice of maximum rank contained in ‚*"H
2
(D). Thus it is also equal to ‚* and this
shows that ‚* is generated by the q*
i
. Since D is a "ber, it can be pushed o! itself in „t which implies
q*
i
) q*
j
"0 (1)i, j)r).
It follows that the integral intersection form on H
2
(„t) is hyperbolic with the hyperbolic basis
Mq
i
, q*
i
N (1)i)r). Since the lattices ‚ and ‚* generated by these elements are G-submodules, all
intersection and self-intersection numbers of elements from ‚ (resp. ‚*) vanish in Z[G] as well.
Therefore the hermitian intersection form h is hyperbolic and (H
2
(„t), h)"H(‚), as claimed. K
Note that only the algebraic intersection numbers were needed in the calculation above. We will
use however the cycles q
i
, q*
i
again and the information about their geometric intersections will
become signi"cant at that time.
As a consequence of Lemma 4.3 we have H2(„
(
; Z
2
)"0. This implies that „
(
admits a spin
structure. Choose a spin structure on „
(
and perform surgery with framing 0 on the curve c to
obtain a simply connected 4-manifold
;"(„
(
!D3]c)X (S2]D2c ).
It follows by Lemma 4.3 that ; has homology of S4 and hence is homeomorphic to S4. Let
K
p,q
denote the embedded 2-sphere
S2]0LS2]D2cL;
and let <
p,q
be the d-fold rami"ed covering of the knot (S4, K
p,q
) corresponding to the homomor-
phism
n
1
(;!K
p,q
)
:Qn
1
(„
(
!D3]c) :Pn
1
(„
(
)PG.
Thus <"<
p,q
is a connected 4-manifold and the group of deck transformations G acts on it
semifreely "xing a 2-sphere.
Lemma 4.5. <
p,q
is a closed spin 4-manifold with the fundamental group isomorphic to n
1
(D). „he
G-module structure of H
*
(<
p,q
; Z) is given as follows:
(a) H
1
(<
p,q
; Z):‚
p,q
;
(b) H
2
(<
p,q
; Z):‚
p,q
=‚*
p,q
;
(c) „he Z[G] hermitian intersection from on H
2
(<
p,q
; Z) is hyperbolic.
Proof. Let cJL„t denote the full preimage of the curve c. Thus cJ is a simple closed curve in„t which is invariant under the action of G and< can be obtained by G-equivariant surgery on this
curve. The surgery kills the trivial summand in H
1
(„t)"‚=Z and does not a!ect the module
H
2
(„t). Thus H2(<; Z):‚=‚* by Lemma 4.4. The intersection form does not change either. In
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fact, the geometric cycles q
i
and q*
i
, constructed in Lemma 4.4 continue to exist in < as well. To
guarantee this, we need only assume that the base point e is not a boundary point of any arc a
i
or its
translate by an element of G. For then e does not belong to any of the cycles q
i
, q*
i
and since it is the
only point of intersection of cJ with the "ber D, the surgery operation can be completed in a small
neighborhood of cJ and away from the cycles. K
Lemma 4.6. H
2
(<!<G; Z):H
2
(<; Z)
Proof. Since [<G]3H
2
(<)G"(‚=‚*)G"0, the assertion follows from the exact sequence
0PH
2
(<!<G)PH
2
(<) >*VG+&"H2(<, <!<G):Z. K
Let n"n
p,q
denote the quotient group of n
1
(„
(
) by the central subgroup generated by cd.
Dividing by (cd) in (4.1) and letting C
p,q
"n
1
(<
p,q
), we obtain the following split extension:
1PCPnPGP1,
where C"C
p,q
. There exist a n-fold rami"ed covering <I "<I
p,q
PS4 , branched over K
p,q
,
corresponding to the homomorphism
n
1
(;!K
p,q
) :Qn
1
(„
(
!D3]c) :Pn
1
(„
(
)Pn
and an unrami"ed covering map e :<I P< which has C acting on the right as the group of deck
transformation. It follows that <I is simply connected. The n-action on <I covers the G-action on <.
It will be convenient to think of < as a right n-space and of the covering map e as n-equivariant.
Note that H
*
(<; Z[C])"H
*
(<I ; Z) is a n-module and the intersection form
jI :H
2
(<; Z[C])]H
2
(<; Z[C])PZ[C]
is n-invariant, i.e., jI (xo, yo)"jI (x, y) for all x, y3H
i
(<; Z[C]) and o3n. The following is a com-
mutative diagram of n-module maps:
For any submodule QLH
2
(<; Z[C]), let jI
Q
denote the pullback of jI to Q.
Lemma 4.7. „here exist n-submodules Q, Q
1
, Q
2
LH
2
(<
p,q
; Z[C
p,q
]) such that
(a) Q
1
, Q
2
are totally isotropic with respect to jI , i.e., jI
Q1
"jI
Q2
"0;
(b) (Q, jI
Q
)"(Q
1
=Q
2
, H) where H is a hyperbolic form (implying Q*
1
:Q
2
);
(c) Q
2
LIm j
*
;
(d) e
*
(Q
1
)"‚
p,q
, e
*
(Q
2
)"‚*
p,q
LH
2
(<
p,q
; Z);
(e) (Q, jI
Q
):(H
2
(<
p,q
; Z), j)? ZZ[Cp,q] as n-modules (with the diagonal n-action on the tensor
product).
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Proof. As we have seen in Lemma 4.5, the cycles q
i
and q*
i
, constructed in Lemma 4.4, continue to
exist in<, but the torus cycles among them (the q
i
) do not lift to<I . There is however another family
of cycles in < that can be lifted. These will be described next. The previously selected product
neighborhood of the surgered curve may have to be adjusted for the purpose of this construction as
well.
Recall we have selected earlier a point b3LFM . Let CLLFM be a su$ciently small interval about
b so it is disjoint from all its translates by nontrivial elements of G. Then R"C][0, 1]LF @ is
a narrow rectangle contained entirely in the added collar to F and e3C]1. We need to assume
that the curves a
i
do not intersect the rectangle or any of its translates by an element of G. This too
can be easily arranged. Next, run a path d
i
in F from each loop b
i
to a point in C and assume that
the d
i
do not intersect themselves, or each other, and are disjoint from all curves a
j
and b
j
with the
only exception of the beginning points which lie on b
i
but not on a
j
. Then de"ne a new loop b@
i
by
following b
i
in the positive direction until it meets d
i
, switch to d
i
and follow to the point of
intersection with C which we mark as b
i
for future reference. At b
i
take a left turn to C and
immediately take another left turn to leave C and head back to b
i
along a very close parallel path
d@
i
. Continue the trip on b
i
in the positive direction until the loop is closed. What we have just
described in a simple closed curve b@
i
which is isotopic to b
i
through an isotopy that never leaves
F and is disjoint from the other isotopies and curves. Each curve b@
i
de"nes an embedded torus
q@
i
"b@
i
]S1 in the "bration E3 "F]S1 and hence in „t as well.
We now choose an appropriate product neighborhood l of c for surgery. Aside from the framing
which was already speci"ed, there is only one local condition that we want to impose on this
neighborhood. We begin by describing its intersection with the "ber D at e3c. Let
P
`
"R][!1, 1]LD
`
and P"P
`
X(!P
`
)LD. Then P is a 3-ball centered at e, so we can
take it as the "ber of l at e and use the framing to extend it to a product neighborhood of c.
Note that after surgery on c, or equivalently G-equivariant surgery on cJ , any curve isotopic to
cJ bounds an embedded 2-disk in <. In particular, each circle b
i
]S1LEI bounds the embedded
2-disk D
i
"b
i
]DI 2c which can be added to the torus q@i, thereby creating a singular 2-sphere cycle in
<. However, D
i
comes with a little product neighborhood which we can use to do surgery on the
torus, along b
i
]S1, to create an embedded 2-sphere instead. Let q@@
i
denote this embedded 2-sphere
and note that q@@
i
is homologous to q@
i
which in turn is isotopic to q
i
. Therefore q
i
and q@@
i
represent the
same homology class in H
2
(<; Z). In the process of constructing q@@
i
we have not introduced any new
intersections with the q*
j
, so q@@
i
)q*
j
"d
i, j
continues to hold geometrically.
The choice of framing did not matter until this point. However, since framing 0 was chosen for c,
each of the disks D
i
can be pushed o! itself and o! the other disks D
j
as well. This implies there are
no new intersections or self-intersections among the q@@
i
either and consequently q@@
i
) q@@
j
"0
(1)i, j)r).
The embedded spheres q@@
i
, q*
i
(1)i)r) can now be lifted (with framing) to the universal cover<I .
Each lift of q@@
i
will intersect at most one lift of q*
j
, because we have minimized the geometric
intersections in <. Therefore lifts qJ @@
i
, qJ *
i
can be chosen so that qJ @@
i
)qJ *
j
"d
i,j
holds geometrically and
the other C translates do not intersect at all. It follows that the qJ @@
i
, qJ *
i
generate a hyperbolic
submodule (Q, jI
Q
) of (H
2
(<, Z[C]), jI ) which is C-isomorphic to (H
2
(<; Z), j) ?ZZ[C]. Thus if we
let Q
1
(resp. Q
2
) denote the C-module generated by the qJ @@
i
(resp. qJ *
i
), then conditions (a), (b) and (d)
are satis"ed. Note that Q
1
(resp. Q
2
) is n-invariant because e
*
maps it to a G-submodule of
H
2
(<; Z). Finally, the q*
i
remained unchanged throughout the construction of the q@@
i
and continue
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to reside in <!<G. Thus (c) holds as well. Condition (e) is a consequence of the other proper-
ties. K
One may ask if (c) holds for Q
1
as well. Our construction does not guarantee this. Note that the
cycle q@@
i
was built with the help of the disk D
i
"b
i
]DI 2c which intersects <G at one point, namely
b
i
]0. Therefore the two parallel copies of D
i
that are contained in q@@
i
intersect<G at one point each,
but with the opposite signs. Thus the intersections cancel algebraically in Z and even in Z[G], but
they do not cancel geometrically as a calculation of the intersection numbers in Z[C] shows.
Indeed, upon lifting to<I , we see that the lifted disks belong to two di!erent lifts of<G, one of which
is a translate of the other by the element b
i
3C. It follows that jJ (qJ @@
i
, <I G)"v
i
(b
i
!1)O03Z[C] for
some v
i
3C.
5 Fibered knots and C-simple embeddings
We begin with a few simple observations concerning C-simple embeddings and "bered knots
in S4.
Lemma 5.1. For any C-simple „‚F embedding &LX and a G-fold rami,ed covering XI PX
branched over &, the inclusion induced map n
1
(XI !XI G)Pn
1
(XI ) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let lLXI be a G-invariant topological 2-disk bundle neighborhood of &"XI G. Choose
a "xed point a3& and let Ll
a
denote the boundary of the "bre 2-disk at a. The "bration exact
sequence for the circle bundle LlP& reduces to the central extension
1Pn
1
(Ll
a
)/Im(n
2
(&))Pn
1
(Ll)Pn
1
(&)P1.
Since for a C-simple embedding, the map n
1
(Ll
a
)Pn
1
(XI !&) is trivial, the assertion follows from
the following pushout diagram:
K
Note that the map H
1
(Ll; Q)PH
1
(l; Q) is an isomorphism for any TLF embedding, C-simple or
not. It follows from the Mayer}Vietoris sequence with rational coe$cients that H
1
(XI !
XI G; Q)PH
1
(XI ; Q) is always an isomorphism.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose &LX is a 1-simple embedding representing a homology class of divisibility d. If
(S4, K) is a ,bred knot, then the embedding &dKLXdS4 is C-simple with C isomorphic to the
normal quotient of the fundamental group of the knot by the dth power of a meridian circle.
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Proof. By the Van Kampen theorem n
1
(XdS4!&dK) is isomorphic to the amalgamated
product
n
1
(X!&) *Zn1 (S4!K):Zd *z(n1(F)JZ)),
where the cyclic groups are generated by the corresponding meridian circles and F is the "ber of the
"bred knot. It follows that the meridian circle of the surface &dK is of order d, as required. K
Proof of Theorem 2.5. The following inequalities hold for any class a:
m
2
(a) m
1
(a) m(a) m
0
(a).
The "rst inequality is an immediate consequence of the de"nitions whereas the second and third
follow by Theorem 2.1 and [6, Theorem 1.1]. Since the equality holds when m
2
(a)"m
0
(a), it
su$ces to consider only those classes a with m
2
(a)(m
0
(a). In this case, div(a) is an odd integer
divisible by more than one prime. For any dDdiv(a) and 0(j(d, let m
d, j
(a, C, u) denote the
smallest positive integer g for which both inequalities (2.2) and (2.3) hold with the same C and u.
Suppose we have m
2
(a)"g(m
0
(a). This means that inequality (2.2) holds for every prime power
divisor of div(a) with C"M1N, but the same inequality does not hold for certain composite divisor
d"pq and some 0(j(d, where p and q are relatively prime integers ’1, neither of which is
divisible by j. Let
B(a)"M(d
1
, j
1
), 2 , (dr, jr)N
denote the set of those exceptional pairs (d, j). Thus g(m
d, j
(a, M1N, 0) if and only if (d, j)3B(a). We
wish to show that by replacing the trivial group by another group C, we can lower the right hand
side of inequality (2.2) to a number which is less than or equal to 2g for any such pair (d, j). If the
right-hand side of inequality (2.2) does not increase in this process for any other pair (d, j) either,
then after a "nite number of such steps we can guarantee that m
d, j
(a, C, u) g holds for every pair
(d, j ), including those not in B(a). This will show that m
1
(a) g"m
2
(a), as claimed.
The required group C will be produced by means of Lemma 5.2. The idea is based on the
observation that inserting a "bered knot of "nite monodromy dividing div(a) in the complement of
a 1-simple embedding representing a produces a C-simple embedding for some nontrivial group
C (unless div(a)"1 or K is the unknot). Furthermore, any such group C can be realized in
a diagram of type (2.1) and this makes C relevant for the purpose of calculating m
1
(a).
For each pair of integers (d, j)3B(a), let (S4, Kd,j)"(S4, K
p,q
) be the 2-knot corresponding to the
(p, q) torus knot with d"pq, as de"ned in Section 4. Let (S4, K) be a connected sum of k copies of
each knot (S4, Kd,j), where k"m
0
(a)!g. Let <PS4 be a d-fold rami"ed covering branched over
K for some dDdiv(a) and let C"n
1
(<). Then
H2(C; C): +
(d,j)|B(a)
H2(C
p,q
; Ck)"0
and by Lemma 4.5 the G-module H
1
(C; C) is isomorphic to
H
1
(<; C)" +
(d,j)|B(a)
‚
p,q
?"a C[G]k,
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where Ka"Z[Z$*7(a)]. This implies [H2(C)]j"0, for all 0(j(d, and [H1(C)]j"[H1(C)]j*k,
for each (d, j)3B(a). It follows that
m
d, j
(a, C, u) m
0
(a)!k)g
for (d, j)3B(a), and
m
d, j
(a, C, u) m
d, j
(a, M1N, 0) g
for all (d, j) NB (a). Thus m
d, j
(a, C, u) g holds for every dDdiv(a) and 0(j(d, as required. K
Theorem 5.3. ‚et X be a compact, oriented, simply connected 4-manifold whose boundary is a disjoint
and possibly empty union of integral homology spheres. Suppose a3H
2
(X) is a noncharacteristic
class. If b
2
(X) ’Dp(X) D#2 and m
1
(a)"m
0
(a)!k for some k’1, then there exist a C-simple „‚F
embedding
&
g
PX
k
"Xdk(S2]S2)
representing a = 03H
2
(X
k
) with g"m
1
(a)#1, a family of framed immersed 2-spheres A
i
: S2P
X
k
!& (1)i)k) whose algebraic intersections and self-intersection numbers are 0 in
Z[n
1
(X
k
!&)], and a family of algebraically transverse spheres B
i
: S2PX
k
!& such that
Z[A
1
, 2 , Ak, B1, 2, Bk]"H2(X)
oLH
2
(X
k
).
Note that m
1
(a)(m
0
(a) implies that a has odd divisibilty. Therefore in the case of a spin
manifold X, a is not characteristic. Thus Theorem 2.8 is a special case of the last result.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.3, let B(a) denote the set of integer pairs (d, j) such that
g(m
d,j
(a, M1N, 0). Let (S4, K) be a connected sum of k copies of each knot (S4, Kd,j )"(S4, K
p,q
)
corresponding to a pair (d, j)3B(a) with d"div(a).
By [6, Theorem 1.1], there is a 1-simple embedding &
g
PX
k
representing a = 0. Insert K in the
the complement of &. By Lemma 5.2, the embedding of &@"&dK in X
k
dS4:X
k
is C-simple
with C"n
1
(<), where<PS4 is a d-fold rami"ed covering branched over K. It remains to "nd the
immersed 2-spheres A
i
, B
i
in the complement of &@. Let n"n
1
(X
k
!&@).
Lemma 5.4. H
2
(X
k
!&@; Z[n]) contains a hyperbolic module isomorphic to H(Z[n]k) which maps
onto H
2
(X)oLH
2
(X
k
; Z).
Since C is torsion free, every element of "nite order in n"CJG is conjugate to an element of G.
Therefore n has no 2-torsion and hence the quadratic re"nement of any element in the kernel of
w
2
: n
2
(X
k
!&@)PZ
2
is determined by its self-intersection number in Z[n]. Since w
2
vanishes on
H
2
(X)o, it follows by immersion theory that the hyperbolic generators from Lemma 5.4 can be
represented by framed immersed 2-spheres in X
k
!&@. K
It remains to prove Lemma 5.4. The proof will occupy the rest of this section and will consist of
several steps and smaller lemmas.
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First construct a rami"ed covering of X
k
, branched over the knotted surface &@, as a G-
equivariant connected sum of< and the corresponding d-fold rami"ed covering XI PX
k
, branched
over &. This connected sum must be taken at a "xed point. Let (=,=G)"(XI , XI G)d(<, <G) . Then
n
1
(=!=G):n
1
(=):C by Lemma 5.1 and the universal cover =I has a natural n-action
covering the G-action on=. (Recall the construction of < and our discussion of the n-action on its
universal cover in the paragraphs preceding Lemma 4.7.) The intersection form
jI :H
2
(=; Z[C])]H
2
(=; Z[C])PZ[C]
is n-invariant. Likewise, the integral intersection form j on H
2
(=; Z) is G-invariant. The following
is a commutative diagram of n-module maps:
If QLH
2
(=; Z[C]) is a submodule, let jI
Q
denote the pullback of j3 to Q.
Lemma 5.5. „here exist n-submodules P, Q, Q
1
, Q
2
LH
2
(=; Z[C]) such that
(a) Q
1
, Q
2
are totally isotropic with respect to jI , i.e., jI
Q1
"jI
Q2
"0;
(b) (Q, jI
Q
)"(Q
1
=Q
2
, H) where H is a hyperbolic form (implying Q*
1
:Q
2
);
(c) e
*
(Q)"H
2
(<; Z)LH
2
(=; Z);
(d) (Q, jI
Q
):(H
2
(<; Z), j
V
) ?Z Z[C] over Z[n];
(e) (P, jI
P
):(H
2
(=; Z), j)?ZZ[C] over Z[n].
„he n-module structure on either tensor product corresponds to the diagonal action of n.
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, the "rst four conditions hold for each connected component knot Kd, j, and
hence for K as well. For (e), let (P, jI
P
) be the orthogonal sum of (Q, jI
Q
) and the image of
H
2
(XI ; Z[C]) and note that XI is simply connected by Lemma 5.1. K
Lemma 5.6. „here exist hyperbolic G-submodules F, F
1
, F
2
LH
2
(=; Z) such that
(a) (F
1
, j
F1
):H (Z[G]);
(b) (F
2
, j
F2
):H(Z[G]k);
(c) (F, j
F
)"(F
1
, j
F1
)= (F
2
, j
F2
);
(d) F
1
LH
2
(XI );
(e) f
*
(F
2
)"H
2
(X)oLH
2
(X
k
);
( f) [=G]3FoLH
2
(=).
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Proof. The hypothesis b
2
(X)’Dp(X) D#2 implies that H
2
(X) contains a hyperbolic plane H(Z)
which is orthogonal to the given class a3H
2
(X). Thus X:X@KS2]S2 for some manifold X@ and
we can assume that a3H
2
(X@). Then by [6], the embedding &
g
PX
k
can be found in X@
k
already.
Assuming this, we can construct the knotted surface &@"&dK in X@
k
as before and the corre-
sponding rami"ed covering =@PX@
k
. Then
(H
2
(=), j)"(H
2
(=@), j@)= (F
1
, j
F1
)
with the hyperbolic plane (F
1
, j
F1
):H(Z[G]) generated by the S2]S2 summand lifted from X to
=. Therefore, it su$ces to show that the orthogonal complement of the "xed class in H
2
(=@)
contains a hyperbolic module (F
2
, j@
F2
):H (Z[G]k) such that f
*
(F
2
)"H
2
(X@)oLH
2
(X@
k
).
Let K"Z[G] andN3K be the norm element given by the formal sum of all group elements in
G. De"ne K
1
"K/(N), K
0
"Z, and K
d
"Z
d
. Then each K
i
(i"0, 1, d) is a ring with an involuton
induced by the involution in K. The projection maps form a pullback diagram, known as the Rim
square.
Let h: H
2
(=@)]H
2
(=@)PK be the hermitian intersection form h(u, v)"+o(u ) vo~1)o. ThenH
2
(=@):H
2
(XI @)=H
2
(<) is an orthogonal splitting. The structure of the "rst summand as
a hermitian module over K was described in detail in [6, Section 2]. That analysis together with the
description of the second summand given in Section 4 allows us to represent
(M, h, z)"(H
2
(=@), h, [=@G])
as a pullback of pointed hermitian modules
over the corresponding rings K
i
. In this diagram, (M
0
, h
0
, z
0
) is naturally isomorphic to
(H
2
(X@
k
), j
X{k
, a) and hence is free and nonsingular. In the other corner, M
1
is a nonfree module and
the form h
1
is nondegenerate with
Coker ad(h
1
):K2g
d
.
The nonfree part of M
1
splits o! as an orthogonal hyperbolic summand equal to H
2
(<; Z)?KK1
which by Lemma 4.5 is isomorphic to
+
(d,j)|B(a)
(‚
p,q
=‚*
p,q
)?KKk1.
This submodule maps trivially to M
d
.
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The required submodule F
2
can be constructed as a pullback of the corresponding hyperbolic
submodules of (M
i
, h
i
) (i"0, 1) provided an appropriate gluing isomorphism over K
d
is found. The
submodule of (M
0
, h
0
) is already prescribed by H
2
(X@; Z)o, so we need only "nd a compatible
submodule over K
1
. This module can be constructed by the method developed in [6, Section 3]. As
in the proof of Lemma 3.3 (op.cit.), the construction begins over a maximal order in Q[G]/(N)
containing K
1
. Unlike in [6], the module over the maximal order is not free but only projective,
with the nonfree part split and hyperbolic. It follows that the hermitian module (M
1
, h
1
) is free over
each number ring of the maximal order with rank equal to
r
j
"b
2
(X@)#2k#2g#[H
2
(<)]
j
for some j and its form is q
j
-almost unimodular with q
j
"2g#[H
2
(X)]
j
for the same j. The
hyperbolic form on H
2
(X) together with the condition m
2
(a)"m
0
(a)!k implies r
j
*Dp
j
D#2k for
each 0(j(d. Since q
j
)r
j
!2k!1 holds as well [6, Theorem 3.5] applies to give a free
hyperbolic summand of rank k over each number ring. From this point on, the proof of [6, Lemma
3.3] applies without any further modi"cation and yields the required hyperbolic submodule over
K
1
. This completes the construction of F
2
. K
Lemma 5.7. „here exists a class w3H
2
(XI ; Z)WFo
2
LH
2
(=;Z) such that w)XI G"1 and w)wo"0
for each o3G.
Proof. By [6, Proposition 2.6], the homomorphism f
*
: H
2
(XI )PH
2
(X
k
) is onto and for any
yJ 3H
2
(XI ) and y"f
*
(yJ )3H
2
(X
k
) , the self-intersection number y)y"+o|GyJ )yJ o. For d odd, this
implies y)y,yJ )yJ (mod 2). Since both manifolds are simply connected, it follows that XI is spin if and
only X is, and in any case, the "xed class [XI G] is not characteristic. Since [XI G] is a primitive class
in H
2
(XI ) and the intersection form is nonsingular, there exists y3H
2
(XI )WFo such that y)XI G"1
and y)y,0 (mod 2). Then
h (y, y)3Z[G]
`
"Mr#rN Dr3Z[G]N,
so there also exists z3F
1
such that h(z, z)"!h (y, y). Evidently w"y#z is the required
class. K
Proof of Lemma 5.4. Note that
H
2
(X
k
!&@; Z[n]):H
2
(=!=G; Z[C])
as Z[n]-modules, so it is enough to produce a submodule of H
2
(=!=G; Z[C]).
Let (F, j
F
) be the hyperbolic submodule of H
2
(=; Z) given by Lemma 5.6. By Lemma 5.5(e),
(FI , jI
F
)"(F, j
F
)?ZZ[C]
is a hyperbolic n-submodule of (P, jI
P
)LH
2
(=; Z[C]) with the submodule
(FI
2
, jJ
F2
)"(F
2
, j
F2
) ?ZZ[C]:H(Z[n]k)
mapping onto H
2
(X)oLH
2
(X
k
; Z). However, the submodule (FI , jI
F
) need not come from
H
2
(=!=G; Z[C]).
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Recall that the "xed point set =G is an embedded surface and that n
1
(=G) maps trivially to
n
1
(=). Therefore =G can be lifted to =I . Choose one such a lift and label it =I G. Let m"
[=G]3H
2
(=; Z) and mI"[=I G]3H
2
(=; Z[C]). The following commutative diagram will be
used:
Here yJ ) mI"jI (yJ , mI ) for any yJ 3H
2
(=; Z[C]) and e is the augmentation map.
Let wJ 3H
2
(XI ; Z[C])WFI o
2
LP be a lift of the class w3H
2
(XI ; Z) from Lemma 5.7. Since XI is
simply connected, we can assume, without loss of generality, that wJ )mJ "13Z[C]. It also follows
that wJ )wJ o"0 for each o3Z[n].
Let Mu
i
, v
i
N(1)i)k) denote a hyperbolic basis of (F
2
, j
F2
) over Z[G]. These elements can be
lifted to a hyperbolic basis MuJ
i
, vJ
i
N of (FI
2
, jI
F2
) over Z[n]. De"ne
uJ @
i
"uJ
i
!(uJ
i
)mI )wJ and vJ @
i
"vJ
i
!(vJ
i
)mI )wJ
and let FI
3
LH
2
(=; Z[C]) be the n-submodule generated by uJ @
i
, vJ @
i
(1)i)k). Thus (FI
3
, jI
F3
) is
a hyperbolic module isomorphic to (FI
2
, jI
F2
). In addition, FI
3
is orthogonal to the "xed class mI and
therefore can be pulled back to a hyperbolic submodule of H
2
(=!=G; Z[C]).
Finally, note that e
*
(uJ @
i
)"e
*
(uJ
i
)3H
2
(=; Z) because uJ
i
)mI 3Z[C] lies in the kernel of the augmen-
tation map e. A similar statement holds for the vJ @
i
. It follows that
f
*
e
*
(FI
3
)"f
*
e
*
(FI
2
)"H
2
(X)oLH
2
(X
k
). K
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 5.3.
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